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commercial property owners, managers and plant engineers have sev-
eral concerns when they first contemplate any type of renovation or
property reposition, no matter how major or minor. cicero’s Develop-
ment has compiled a list of the “top 10 concerns” that they have been
asked consistently, over their long history, spanning almost 5 decades
of commercial property renovation. 

1.   how will renovating my property increase its revenue?

• Renovation and modernization retains repeat clients and attracts new
clients as well. Additionally, it helps to lease updated property quicker.

• Clients expect a clean safe environment with proper lighting to display
merchandise as well as ease of pedestrian flow. Another expectation is in-
frastructure, public restrooms, which are clean, functional and in compli-
ance with current regulations and standards.

• In today’s social media environment; it improves ever so important online
ratings with positive client feed-back. 

• Helps improve stability of property by complying with new governmental
regulations and standards. 

• Creates higher resale value of the property.  

2. what repairs and upgrades are necessary to give owners their best
return on investment (roI)?
Usually the easiest and most cost effective starts with client’s visual ap-
pearance of the property. 

Owners have an opportunity to significantly reduce ongoing, ever increas-
ing, utility expenses with the help of utilizing Cicero’s $ensible Green®
program. This is where they work with property owners to choose renova-
tion projects and methods that increase their revenue and decrease oper-
ating expense, while maintaining a healthy environment, mainly through
water, sewer and energy savings along utilizing rebate or incentive pro-
grams available.

“Cicero’s Development is a
systems oriented company
that has developed and trade-
marked their Renovationomix®
program, their coordinated
system of renovation that 
insures consistent delivery of
projects, on-time and on-bud-
get while achieving project
goals.”
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3. how much will these repairs/upgrades cost? how can I budget for them?

A.Topical or High Level estimate
Our client receives a list of all documentation necessary for our staff to calculate
this type of estimate. Pricing is taken from historical data on similar past projects.
All estimates include a list of Assumptions, Clarifications and Exclusions. This
level of estimate usually gets commercial property owners within a budget range
of 25% to 35% swing and usually takes 5 to 10 business days to produce after
ALL requested documents are received. This Topical or High level estimate car-
ries a heavy contingency since field conditions and drilling down into scope of
work and actual sub-contractors input have not been included. This is usually
done at no charge to our clients, at our office, with no site visit or local sub-con-
tractor input.

B. Scope Based estimate
This breaks down the project by area and scope. Limited drilling down is pre-
formed and some possible options are discussed. Costing is tunneled to specific
scope items. All costing is based upon drawings and other types of information
provided by our client along with historical data on similar past projects. This
Scope of Work, provided, is broken down and discussed on parameters while
considering some options and waivers. This Scope Based estimate will require a
short site visit by one of Cicero’s staff members to briefly view site conditions.
This usually takes 2 to 4 weeks after ALL requested documents are received.
No site meetings with sub-contractors are included. All estimates include a list of
Assumptions, Clarifications and Exclusions. This level of estimate usually will get
the owner within a 20 to 25 % range and limits the amount of contingency, con-
siderably. There is a minimal charge to our client to cover trip expenses. This is
discussed and agreed upon prior to proceeding.
NOTE: These costs are reimbursed, in full, should Cicero’s be awarded the project.

C. Detailed Estimate*
This level dives into the heart and soul of the project and is treated as if Cicero’s
was bidding to start the project. There is a complete site visit with the necessary
members of the Cicero’s Team. The project details and all scope of work items
are discussed and consultation with the owners’ Architect, Designer and other
necessary project professionals are achieved. Cicero’s meets, on site, with major
sub-contractors and vendors for them to provide their project input, pricing and
timing. With this information, Cicero’s can drill down to get the tightest budget and
timeframe possible before final Architectural and Design drawings are completed
and approved by the responsible individual(s). This Detailed Estimate is based on
project complexity and availability of necessary information and usually takes 3 to
5 weeks to process. All estimates include a list of Assumptions, Clarifications and
Exclusions. Usually with this Detailed Estimate, Cicero’s can provide the owner
with an idea of timing to make monies available based on their preliminary sched-
ule. This gets the owner within 5 to 10% and drastically minimalizes the contin-
gency.  The charge to our client covers trip expenses. This is discussed and
agreed upon prior to proceeding.
NOTE: These costs are reimbursed, in full, should Cicero’s be awarded the project

Cicero’s offers a 3 tiered
approach to estimating
your renovation project.
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4. how can I put together an achievable scope of work that I can afford?

Inside Cicero’s Professional Project Management Process, we have systems to help
you create the proper scope of work, eliminating unnecessary work (gold plating)
and managing “scope creep” along with another helpful system called Creating a
Realistic Project Budget and Schedule. With these two processes we can help guide
clients through, step by step, to a proper outcome and show them at what points
funds, will need to be available.

5. how can I put together a realistic time line without knowing all the lead
times for receivables?

Cicero’s Development puts together an entire schedule of construction activities
which also reflects the procurement of the project products and receivables including
shipping timeframes and incorporates these into your project schedule. This type of
schedule helps to categorize and pin-point potential risks to timeframes and allows
for work-around plans to be developed should they occur. This in turn, helps to mini-
mize project delays and costly change orders.

6. how can I maintain my cash flow during my renovation?

Cicero’s Development works with commercial property owners during the “early
planning stages” of a project to understand the properties high occupancy periods
and works to schedule various components, (noise, traffic flow, high occupancy,
etc.,) during off-peak times and key periods of the year, to minimize impact to owner
/ client relations while keeping project on schedule. Maintaining a “Good Client Ex-
perience” during the entire renovation project is always on the forefront as Cicero’s
plans are created.

7. how can I identify hidden risks that create costly over-runs before they
occur?

As part of Cicero’s Professional Project Management Process we use a Risk Man-
agement Plan, where a list of potential risks is identified and logged. Then each indi-
vidual risk is assigned its own percentage of “likely-hood of happening”, then each
risk is categorized into high, medium or low risk. At this point, Cicero’s takes all po-
tential high risk items and creates a “what if” scenario and a “work- around plan” for
each item in the high risk category. A person is assigned to monitor this Risk Man-
agement Plan for that project with specific guidelines of where and when to alert the
project team should that particular risk occur. Our Risk Management Plan greatly
minimizes costly overruns and change orders due to project delays.
.
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8. how can I navigate through the various building and fire codes, aDa
mandates and health Department challenges that my renovation project may
incur?

Cicero’s has a licensed architect on staff, that works closely with the projects’ ar-
chitect and professional team and communicates with the various governing fac-
tions, at each step, on all of our renovation projects to insure that all work is being
performed in accordance with applicable codes.        

9. how can I keep control of my renovation project’s time, cost and quality?

Cicero’s utilizes a cloud based, I. T. program called Procore on all of its renovation
projects. It is designed primarily to access project data by specific authorized proj-
ect team members. It’s set up for authorized members of the project team to ac-
cess changes to documents, drawings, RFI’s, submittals, daily logs, purchase
orders, change orders, schedules, budgets, schedules, punch lists and even proj-
ect progression photos and much more! It’s used mainly by owners, architects, en-
gineers, designers, procurement personal, project managers, superintendents just
to name a few. Some of its most useful parts are:

A. Drawings can be split up into individual pages
B. Revised pages will be updated with new revision numbers, so the 

drawing set always shows the most recent
C. Changes can be highlighted and clouded areas can be seen by all 

team members
D. Progress photos can be accessible on a daily basis
E. Scheduling updates are maintained
F. All updated information is immediately available to all authorized 

team members via the web
G. All information can be accessed on all PCs and laptops as well as all types of

smart phones or tablets. Its instantaneous access to project owners and all au-
thorized project team members has proven to be a great tool in keeping proj-
ects on tract and on budget!
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10. who can I trust to work with to get through all these complex issues?

Cicero’s Development was established back in September of 1970, almost a half
century ago. We have completed commercial renovation projects across most of
the U S. Through our long history we have developed and trademarked several
systems that have helped us create added value for our clients by being be more
efficient on our projects. One of the systems that we have developed and trade-
marked is Renovationomix®. Look it up on the internet and you will find us there!
Renovationomix® is our systematic coordinated method of renovation that consis-
tently maintains the project target of, on-time, on-budget accuracy while working to
increases owners’ revenue. Another is $ensible Green®, this is where we work
with property owners to choose renovation projects and methods that increase
their revenue and decrease operating expense, while maintaining a healthy envi-
ronment. Cicero’s has a long list of references compiled over several years in the
commercial renovation industry. Cicero’s Development specializes in all types of
commercial renovation projects, large and small, simple and very complex. 

For more information, please visit us at www.cicerosdev.com.


